Cell viability in magnetotactic multicellular prokaryotes.
A magnetotactic multicellular prokaryote (MMP) is an assembly of bacterial cells organized side by side in a hollow sphere in which each cell faces both the external environment and an internal acellular compartment in the center of the multicellular organism. MMPs swim as a unit propelled by the coordinated beating of the many flagella on the external surface of each cell. At every stage of its life cycle, MMPs are multicellular. Initially, a spherical MMP grows by enlarging the size of each of its cells, which then divide. Later, the cells separate into two identical spheres. Swimming individual cells of MMPs have never been observed. Here we have used fluorescent dyes and electron microscopy to study the viability of individual MMP cells. When separated from the MMP, the cells cease to move and they no longer respond to magnetic fields. Viability tests indicated that, although several cells could separate from a MMP before completely losing their motility and viability, all of the separated cells were dead. Our data show that the high level of cellular organization in MMPs is essential for their motility, magnetotactic behavior, and viability.